Stardate 9912.04

Host Quchant says:
Star Trek: A Call To Duty-Episode IV
USS Orion
So, if you know the place and time of battle, you can join the fight from a thousand miles away.
Sun Tzu, The Art of War

Host Quchant says:
MISSION ORDERS - 

With the heavy damage to the Geneva, the USS Orion is to head to the Alpha Aquilae system, the closest system to Zeta Aquilae and run long-range scans of the Zeta Aquilae system.  Long Range Sensors from nearby listening posts are inconclusive and the Orion is to proceed there immediately.  The more information we know about these unknown aggressive aliens, the better off we will be. 

The utmost caution should be maintained, as the Oorphod Forces that were destroyed by these aliens were done so with apparent ease.  As of yet, these Aliens do not respond to hails, but continue standard protocols.  A first contact mission is a distinct. Information about these aliens is sketchy. 

Their ships appear to be powered by a hyper-efficient Matter/Anti-Matter mix, making them devilishly quick.  They also do not appear to travel via any sort of conventional warp drive system, which makes tracking the aliens all but impossible.  Sensors seem to be obscured by some sort of Sub-space field jamming system as a result, sensors/targeting systems can not get any sort of lock on the craft. 

The ships also appear to be protected by some sort of Energy Shield that cannot be penetrated by any sort of weapon at present.  Starfleet R&D is currently working on these problems and solutions will be found. Also, communications with the USS Apache have been reestablished, and news from the New Hope Colony is grim.  The colony and the orbital platform have been wiped out, with a severe loss of life.  Starfleet Command believes that the appearance of this new race and the loss of the New Hope Colony are more than coincidental, although unconfirmed.

Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<Begin...the best of the best>>>>>>>>>>

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::On the Bridge with the Captain::

CTO_Richards says:
::On bridge at TAC 1 station::

OPS_Lyon says:
::on the bridge, scanning comm signals::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Runs scans on the weapons systems at Tactical II::

ASO_L`shan says:
:: On bridge at science station ::

AMO_Richmond says:
::in sickbay, checking on supplies::

AEO_Doyle says:
::In Engineering working at console::

CSO_Lance says:
::on the bridge at Science 2::

FCO_McRae says:
::checking course for efficiency::

CTO_Richards says:
::Scans for hostile vessels::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Corrects a minor fluctuation on deck5 and reports it to Enginnering once complete::

Host CO_Edwards says:
::sitting in the Big Chair [tm]::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
::Dario is sat behind the desk in his office::

FCO_McRae says:
CO_Edwards: ETA five minutes sir.

CSO_Lance says:
::works on a report::

OPS_Lyon says:
::does low level scan on comm system and checks the power distribution grid as well::

CSO_Lance says:
::finishes report and checks sensors::

Host CO_Edwards says:
FCO McRae: Very good.
CTO Richards/CSO Lance: Anything on sensors yet?

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Gets up to get a cup of coffee::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Inquire reports from ALL DEPARTMENTS::

FCO_McRae says:
::verifies that navigation systems are at 100%::

CTO_Richards says:
CO Edwards:  No hostile vessels detected sir.

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Taps a few button::

CSO_Lance says:
CO_Edwards: Nothing yet, sir.

Host CO_Edwards says:
CTO Richards: Bring the ship to yellow alert...

FCO_McRae says:
::takes ship out of warp::CO_Edwards: We have arrived sir.

CEO_Rogers says:
:: In Engineering ::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Goes back to his post and sips the coffee, remebering the report from the Apache::

CTO_Richards says:
::Taps panel signalling yellow alert::

CSO_Lance says:
::starts scanning again::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
*AMO Richmond*: Is everything okay Mr. Richmond?

AMO_Richmond says:
*CMO Wuer*:  Yes, sir, I'm just completing the supply check, sir

CTO_Richards says:
::Scans system::

OPS_Lyon says:
::scans local space for any comm signals on all frequencies::

AEO_Doyle says:
::Hands CEO Rogers a PADD containing core efficiency statistics::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Make use of controlled breathing while sitting in XO's chair::

ASO_L`shan says:
:: scanning for any unsual objects ::

ATO_Jah`d says:
CTO: Orders?

CEO_Rogers says:
AEO: Thank you ensign.

CTO_Richards says:
CO Edwards:  I'm detecting no debris of any kind sir.

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Glances down at a PADD::

AEO_Doyle says:
::Returns to work::

CTO_Richards says:
CO Edwards:  I'm expanding the scan radius.  ::Taps panel::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Blinky light [tm] on comm board starts emergency blinking [tm]

ASO_L`shan says:
CO Edwards: I'm dectecting unusal amounts of subspace destrotions coming from the system.

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
*AMO Richmond*: Do require any assistant at all?

CIV_Kynes says:
::Think about his childhood::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
*All*: I need a quick status report please

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Picks up the PADD and hands it to the 2nd officer:: CNS: My report sir.

CSO_Lance says:
CO Edwards: I am detecting an unusual amount of subspace distortions coming from the system. These distortions appear to be spreading like ripples across a pond and are dissipating as they go.

AMO_Richmond says:
*CMO Wuer*:  No, thank you, sir.  Everything is fine in here, thank you, sir

FCO_McRae says:
::maneuvers at 1/4 impulse::

OPS_Lyon says:
::answers blinky light::  CO Edwards: Emergency signal coming in.

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
ATO: Thank you

AEO_Doyle says:
::Works on faulty scanners as reported by ATO Jah'd::

CTO_Richards says:
::Scans for hostile vessels::

OPS_Lyon says:
CNS: All systems nominal

CEO_Rogers says:
:: files an engineering report and sends it to CNS_Jax ::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
OPS: Thank you

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Goes back to his post and begins monituring the shields for the CTO::

Host CO_Edwards says:
ASO L'shan: Can you determine an exact position?
CSO Lance: Can you hypothesize on what it might be?

FCO_McRae says:
CNS_Lt_Jax: Navigation controls at maximum efficiency.

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
FCO: Thank you

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
::Dario returns to wrtting his report:: Self: Damm reports, I don`t know, I though Starfleet was about charting the new frontier, not sitting behind desks writting reports...

ASO_L`shan says:
CO Edwards: It seems it is coming from the Alpha Aquilae system.

OPS_Lyon says:
::puts signal on speakers::

Host Quchant says:
COM: To any starships that can hear my voice, this is the S.S. Trianic: a space luxuryliner out of Rigel VII near the Ryadh Nebula in the Sargon system.  We are under attack by unknown alien craft.  Shields failing.  We need immediate assistance.

FCO_McRae says:
::wonders if a barrel roll would be too annoying::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
*CMO*: Doctor, I just need to know if you're ready for anything we might encounter, I just need your OK as your status report

CTO_Richards says:
::Scans for exact position of Trianic::

Host Quchant says:
Comm: "To any starships that can hear my voice, this is the S.S. Trianic: a space luxuryliner out of Rigel VII near the Ryadh Nebula in the Sargon system.  We are under attack by unknown alien craft.  Shields failing.  We need immediate assistance.

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Listens and his jaw drops slightly:: CO: This means their not just after military craft. That is assuming these are the same creatures.

Host CO_Edwards says:
ATO Jah'd: How far away are we from the Trianic?

ATO_Jah`d says:
CO: Approximatly 5 minutes sir.

OPS_Lyon says:
::listens in consternation to the message::

CTO_Richards says:
::Checks computer registry for S.S. Trianic::

Host CO_Edwards says:
FCO McRae: Set a course for the Sargon system, maximum warp. Engage.

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Double checks his estimate with the computer and continues to moniture shields::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
CO: I suggest red alert

CIV_Kynes says:
::Looking the warp entering beautiful sight::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
*CNS Jax*: Sir, everythings is A okay down here, I have my medical teams prepared and ready and my report has just been sent ::heres the message from the Titanic:: Sir would you like a medical Team assigned to any away team that might go over to the Titanic?

FCO_McRae says:
CO_Edwards: Aye sir. ::Lays in course for Sargon system at maximum warp::

OPS_Lyon says:
::keeps monitor on comm signals::

CTO_Richards says:
CO Edwards:  The Trianic is a class 2 frieghter with 750 passengers and 150 crew sir.

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
*CMO*: I'll let you know when we get there

Host CO_Edwards says:
CNS Jax: Good idea. Once we drop out of warp, see to it. Have medical and security personnel posted on every deck.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: THe Orion streaks into warp..........

CTO_Richards says:
::Nods to ATO Jahd::  ATO

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
CTO: Prepare security personels on every deck please

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
*CMO*: Please have medical personnels ready on every deck doctor

CTO_Richards says:
CO Edwards:  Shall we go to red alert sir?

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the Orion drops out of warp in the SARGON system.  There are two alien vessels attacking the frieghter.....

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Signals for the security teams:: CTO: I'll be in transporter room 1 awaiting transport, with your permission.

Host CO_Edwards says:
CTO Richards: Thank you Mr. Richards.

OPS_Lyon says:
::sends orders to department to go on standby for anything and prepares non-essential personnel to go to battle stations::

Host CO_Edwards says:
CTO Richards: Haill the Trianic.

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
CTO: RED Alert

FCO_McRae says:
::prepares to maneuver in battle::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
::Dario walks out into Sickbay:: AMO Richmond: Have Med Teams been sent to all decks Mr. Richmond?

OPS_Lyon says:
::reroutes power from non-essential systems to shields and weapons::

CTO_Richards says:
::Nods to Jah'd.  Signals red alert.  Scans system::

ASO_L`shan says:
:: scanning the two alien ships ::

AMO_Richmond says:
CMO Wuer:  Er, no, sir.  This is the first I have heard of it, sir.  I shall do it right away.

FCO_McRae says:
::steals some extra power for maneuvering::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Leaves the bridge:: TL: Transporter Room 1

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
*CNS Jax*: Already on it Sir!

OPS_Lyon says:
::scans all frequencies for comm from aliens::

CTO_Richards says:
*Trianic*  This is the USS Orion.  Respond please.

Host Quchant says:
<Trianic> COMM: Orion: Thank God you're here Orion!  These alien ships appeared out of no-where and began to attack.  They didn't respond to our hails, nor our requests to surrender.  Warp Drive is off-line, shields failing and heavy casualties on all decks.  We need time to get our drives back online so that we can get out of here.

CEO_Rogers says:
AEO: Ensign moniter all vital systems i want to know every bit of damage we get.

AEO_Doyle says:
CEO: Aye, sir. ::Begins tapping console::

AMO_Richmond says:
*Med Teams*:  All medical staff, engage emergency medical stationing Gamma Pi.  Team C, meet me in sickbay.  Richmond out

OPS_Lyon says:
CO Edwards: Sir, no comm signals from the aliens.

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
AMO Richmond: I want all Shifts to report in, I`llbreif them here...

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The freighter takes another couple of hits

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Enters the Transporter Room:: *CNS* Are we ready for transport?

AMO_Richmond says:
CMO Wuer:  Aye, sir.

CTO_Richards says:
CO Edwards:  Hostile vessels continuing to attack sir!

FCO_McRae says:
CO_Edwards: orders sir?  Where do we need to be?

Host CO_Edwards says:
OPS Lyon: Continue attempts at hailing them.
CTO Richards: Commence firing at will.

CTO_Richards says:
::Fires torpedoes::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
*ATO*: Hold on

FCO_McRae says:
::prepares for evasive action::

OPS_Lyon says:
CO Edwards: Aye, sir.  ::continues hailing aliens on all frequencies::

ATO_Jah`d says:
*CNS* Understood.

CSO_Lance says:
::continues scanning::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
CO: Should we send a few engineers and medical personnels over the S.S. Trianic?

Host CO_Edwards says:
FCO McRae: Engage tactical maneuver Beta-Three-Seven.

ASO_L`shan says:
:: scanning for anything suspoious things on the two alien ships ::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: one of the torps hit the first alien vessel....and seems to have an effect

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Sees a security team enter::

FCO_McRae says:
::begins Beta-Three-Seven::

CTO_Richards says:
::Fires phasers and arms second torpedo volley::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
::Medical personall start to flood into Sickbay::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the Aliens break off from attacking the freighter...and turn to the orion

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
CO: Never mind Captain...

Host CO_Edwards says:
CNS Jax: We can't risk lowering the shields.

FCO_McRae says:
CO_Edwards: Maneuvering sir.

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
*ATO*: Ensign, please return to your battle station

CTO_Richards says:
CO Edwards:  Their headed for us sir!

AMO_Richmond says:
::joins the rest of the Medical staff in sickbay::

OPS_Lyon says:
::notices aliens heading for the Orion and send alert to non-essential personnel::

CSO_Lance says:
::does a deep space scan::

ATO_Jah`d says:
*ASO* What's going on up there?

FCO_McRae says:
::goes into tactical maneuver Omega-Four-Alpha::

Host CO_Edwards says:
All on Bridge: Stay calm people.
FCO McRae: Contiune emergency maneuvers.
CTO : Richards: Continue firing at will.

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
Medical Staff: As you obviously know were are in a state of emeargency, and you are required to do more than your duty, and save as many lifes as posible and more!

CTO_Richards says:
All:  Firing second torpedo volley!  ::Fires torpedoes, full spread::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Phasers light up the alien's shields....but do no damage

AMO_Richmond says:
All Medical Staff:  Aye, sir!

ASO_L`shan says:
*ATO*: The aliens are coming at us.

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
Medical Staff:  I am therefore assigning a Medical Team to each deck...

AMO_Richmond says:
<Medical Staff>:CMO:  Aye, sir!

CSO_Lance says:
CO Edwards: The USS Nymph is within hailing range, sir. It's an Excelsior class ship.

FCO_McRae says:
::flies maneuver omicron-Eight-Two::

Host CO_Edwards says:
OPS Lyon: Any indication of communication between the two hostiles?

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The aliens open fire....and the Orion does the Enterprise shuffle...

AMO_Richmond says:
::falls to the floor::

AEO_Doyle says:
CEO: Shield strength is down to 92%!

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
Each of these teams will contain one of the senior Doctors, excluding Myself and Mr. Richmond who will stay here with three other senior Doctor

FCO_McRae says:
::grabs console::

ASO_L`shan says:
:: holds on to her concole ::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
CO: Why are they sending in Excelsior class ship? Grrr

CSO_Lance says:
::holds onto her console::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Holds on to the chair::

OPS_Lyon says:
::falls about:: CO Edwards: Nothing as yey, sir, but I'm trying all known frequencies::

ATO_Jah`d says:
SecTeam: Stay here. ::Rushes to the nearest TL::

FCO_McRae says:
::evasive maneuver Pi-Nine-One::

ATO_Jah`d says:
TL: Bridge.

ASO_L`shan says:
:: scanning the alien ship for any known weakneses ::

OPS_Lyon says:
::gets up and wonders if anyone noticed him reporting from the floor::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
Medical Team: You have your orders, and the Teams are set, go out there an do you stuff... Good Luck, May God be with you

CSO_Lance says:
CO Edwards: Do you want me to contact the USS Nymph, sir?

AMO_Richmond says:
::watches as the medical teams leave sickbay::

FCO_McRae says:
::starts barrel roll and climb::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Enters the bridge and walks to the Tactical I post::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
::Walks over to Richmond:: AMO Richmond: Are you alright?

ATO_Jah`d says:
CNS: Orders?

OPS_Lyon says:
::continues hailing aliens with little success:

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
ATO: Battle station please.....

Host CO_Edwards says:
ACTION: The CTO hits the console, HARD, and is knocked out cold.

AMO_Richmond says:
CMO Wuer:  Yes, sir.  Just caught off guard.  I'll be fine.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The aliens open fire again...and the Orion gets hit even harder....shields down to 70%....secondary systems have taken a hit...hull breach on decks 22, 23 24

Host CO_Edwards says:
::sees the new Civilian show up on the Bridge::
CIV : Do you have any type of Tactical experience?

AEO_Doyle says:
CEO: Shield strength is down to 70%!

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
*CMO*: Medical emergency on the Bridge

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Takes the CTO's post::

CIV_Kynes says:
::Heading To a ATO station::

Host CO_Edwards says:
CSO Lance: Yes, hail them and request immediate assistance.

CEO_Rogers says:
AEO: Get those breaches under control

AEO_Doyle says:
::Works furiously to keep power up::

CSO_Lance says:
CO Edwards: Aye, sir.

FCO_McRae says:
::tries to keep ship from getting hit again::

ATO_Jah`d says:
CIV: Try to keep the shields above 50%.

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
CO: Hull breach on deck 22, 23, and 24..... this isn't good

OPS_Lyon says:
::holds onto console and sees damage to power distribution:: CO Edwards: Hull breaches to decks 22, 23 & 24, sir.

CSO_Lance says:
COM: USS Nymph: This is the USS Orion. We require your immediate assistance. Do you read?

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Fires a volley of torps::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
*CNS Jax*: Teams have been sent to all decks now, some one should be there soon.  Sir, what are we doing about the SS Titanic, I`ll gladly lead an AT over their, after all we can`t leave them?

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the aliens hit the orion again...the FCO spins the ship and misses ...three of the four shots

FCO_McRae says:
::tactical maneuver duck and cover::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
*CMO*: The aliens are not attacking them, and we have our hands full

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Is rocked about::

Host CO_Edwards says:
OPS Lyon: What about the Trianic? CAn you detemrine if their warp engines are close to being repaired?

AEO_Doyle says:
CEO: I need to get up to Deck 23, sir. ::Leaves Engineering with a team of three others::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the Orion gets hit on deck 34......MAIN ENGINERRING

ASO_L`shan says:
CO Edwards: Do you want me to scan for any weakneses?

FCO_McRae says:
::slips out of chair and controls from floor for a moment::

OPS_Lyon says:
::holds onto console and sends repair teams ot breached decks::

ASO_L`shan says:
CO Edwards: All ships must have weakneses

Host CO_Edwards says:
ASO L'shan: By all means Ensign, please do.

AMO_Richmond says:
::rocks but is glad to be holding on this time::

AEO_Doyle says:
::Sent flying::

CSO_Lance says:
CO Edwards: The USS Nymph is on her way. ETA is 20 minutes.

ASO_L`shan says:
:: scans for any weakneses ::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
::Medical Teams all over the ship on all decks begin to attend to Medical Emeagencies::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Picks up the PADD with his shield enhancements and tosses it over to the CIV:: CIV: Just do what that says.

CEO_Rogers says:
:: gets to a console and scans the damage ::

OPS_Lyon says:
COM: Trianic: Is your warp engines close to being repaired?

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Looks at the big lump on the CTO's head on the floor as he fires again::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
*CEO*: What's going on down there

OPS_Lyon says:
::frantically reroutes power as well as he can::

FCO_McRae says:
::gets back in chair and starts maneuver alpha-One-theta::

Host Quchant says:
<Tri> COM: Orion:  Orion....yes....they are almost up...another 30 mins though

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the torps that the orion is firing...have minimal effect on the aliens...much like.....gnats......

AEO_Doyle says:
::Gets up and returns to station::

CTO_Ens_Richards says:
::Stirs and looks around::

ATO_Jah`d says:
*AEO* Report.

OPS_Lyon says:
CO Edwards: Sir, another 30 minutes before they have their warp engines online.

CEO_Rogers says:
*CNS* Engineering got hit badly, i've got crew down here injured but i'm working on repairs as we speak.

FCO_McRae says:
::puts ship into steep climb and tries to roll behind alien vessel::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
*CEO*: Carry on

AEO_Doyle says:
*ATO* We've sustained heavy damage down here!

Host Quchant says:
ACITON: the Orion comes up behind the alines

Host Quchant says:
aliens....youj know...the bad guys

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
*CNS Jax*: I just bothered that lots of inocent people will be dying over their, we have more than adequate medical, and I know for a fact that on most passenger ships, aa much as a Medical Kit is classed as good medical supplies!

CIV_Kynes says:
::Trying to Help AEO::

OPS_Lyon says:
::gets reports from repair crews::

Host CO_Edwards says:
::gets out of his chair to whisper to the ATO::
ATO Jah'd: We are carrying one tri-cobalt explosive device.... Prepare to launch it between the two alien vessels..

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
*CMO*: Doctor! If we lower our shields, you will NOT have any medical personnel left, is that clear?

CTO_Ens_Richards says:
::Stands and stumbles to TAC 2::

CIV_Kynes says:
*AEO* I'm doing my best sir

FCO_McRae says:
::maneuvers to put a torpedo up the rear of alien ship::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Nods to the CTO::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The fabric of space opens as the USS Nymph arrives.......followed shortly by TWO MORE alien vessels

AEO_Doyle says:
::Works frantically:: *CIV* Take over power conservation, I have to get to deck 23

CTO_Ens_Richards says:
::Looks very confused::

CSO_Lance says:
::does an internal scan::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: as the torp hits the alien...it seems to rock slightly

ATO_Jah`d says:
CO: Sir I suggest we fly between the two...I mean...FOUR ships.

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
*CNS Jax*: Sorry Sir, just doing my bit for humnaity, uts my job after all...

CEO_Rogers says:
*CO* Sir we do still have warp drive.

CTO_Ens_Richards says:
::Regains senses.  Checks shield status::

OPS_Lyon says:
::looks as the USS Nymph and 2 more alien vessels appear  self:: oh, my..........::

CSO_Lance says:
CO Edwards: We sustained damage to most decks, some minor systems are offline and others are pretty close to going offline any minute.

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Goes to Tactical II and finishes working on the shields and does as the CTO asked::]

AEO_Doyle says:
::Runs to TL:: TL: Deck 23

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The Nymph takes on a few vessels....as the fourth hits the orion again......this time...HARD

FCO_McRae says:
::flips over console::

OPS_Lyon says:
::falls to the floor and struggles to get up::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Nods to the CTO informing him that the device is ready::

ASO_L`shan says:
:: falls out of her seat ::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the Orion gets hit on Decks....16 and 1

AEO_Doyle says:
::Feels TL rock:: Self: Not this crap again

FCO_McRae says:
::crawls back to chair::

Host CO_Edwards says:
*CEO Rogers*: We can't abandon the Trianic Lieutenant.

CSO_Lance says:
::loses hold to her console and falls to the floor::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Falls over::

CTO_Ens_Richards says:
CO Edwards:  The device is ready sir.

Host CO_Edwards says:
::is thrown over the tactical console::

AMO_Richmond says:
::rocks again::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the TL with the AEO in stops next to the cargo bay....with the Yamock Sauce in it

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the CO is knocked out

CTO_Ens_Richards says:
::Holds onto console for dear life::

ASO_L`shan says:
:: gets back in her seat ::

CEO_Rogers says:
*CO* but sir that last fire hit us hard, i dont know how long we can keep this up.

FCO_McRae says:
::maneuver get out of dodge::

ATO_Jah`d says:
CNS: Your in charge now sir.

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Tries to duck what ever's knocking out::

CSO_Lance says:
:gets back up and to her station::

OPS_Lyon says:
CNS Jax: Dmage to deck 16 and as you well know deck 1 too.

CTO_Ens_Richards says:
CO Edwards:  Shall I fire?

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
*CMO*: Medical Emergency

AEO_Doyle says:
::Has flashback of Yamock sauce, but memory is not his::

ATO_Jah`d says:
*AMO* We have a medical situation up here.

Host Quchant says:
<Computer> Warning: Life support failure on Deck 1

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the CO comes around again

AMO_Richmond says:
CMO: We need to get to the bridge, sir

Host CO_Edwards says:
::awakens with a very nasty headache::

CEO_Rogers says:
:: works on the life surport system for deck 1 ::

ATO_Jah`d says:
CTO: Shall I fire?

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
OPS: Reinforce the IDF on the Bridge

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the Nymph is suffering badly....most systems offline....warp disabled.....

CTO_Ens_Richards says:
ATO:  Fire!!!

AMO_Richmond says:
*ATO*:  Acknowledged. Your medical team should be on its way

AEO_Doyle says:
::TL resumes again:: TL: Hurry up, you piece of Mickey Mouse crap!

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Blinky light [tm] from the Frieghter

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Fires the device between the group of aliens::

OPS_Lyon says:
::does adjustments on IDF on the bridge::

AMO_Richmond says:
<MO Gallagher>::enters bridge::

FCO_McRae says:
::drops ship into dive::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the torps seem to start making some effect

OPS_Lyon says:
::answers blinky light [tm]:: CO Edwards: Sir, comm from the freighter.  ::puts signal over speakers::

ATO_Jah`d says:
CNS: I suggest we get out of here before we are blown to bits.

ASO_L`shan says:
CO Edwards: What do you want me to do?

AMO_Richmond says:
<MO Gallagher> CNS:  Who needs help?

Host CO_Edwards says:
::gets back into his Big Chair [tm]::
CNS Jax: What did I miss?

Host Quchant says:
<Tria> COMM: Orion: We have warp....and we are getting out of here

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
CO: Life Support failing on the Bridge

ATO_Jah`d says:
CO: We have just fired the device sir...

AEO_Doyle says:
::Runs to section 8 on deck 23 and begins working on power conservation systems::

FCO_McRae says:
::rolls ship and zigs::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
CO: We're being hailed.....

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the frieghter escapes into warp....just as the three aliens attacking the Nymph all hit it at the same time

CTO_Ens_Richards says:
::Holds on to console::

OPS_Lyon says:
::sees the freighter get away and the Nymph being hit::

Host Quchant says:
<computer> Warning two minutes of life support remain on deck 1

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Feels the air getting thin::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
OPS: Do we have enough power to tractor the USS Nymph and go to warp one?

FCO_McRae says:
::maneuvers towards the Nymph::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The nymph's core ejection hatch opens....

AMO_Richmond says:
<MO Gallagher> CNS Jax:  We need to evacuate, now, sir

Host CO_Edwards says:
::sees the Trianic vanish into warp::
OPS Lyon: Status of the Nymph?

OPS_Lyon says:
CNS Jax: No sir.

AEO_Doyle says:
::Finishes work on first power converter and begins working on the next::

OPS_Lyon says:
CO Edwards: They're ejecting their warp core, sir.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The alien vessel attacking the orion hits again...this time the tractor goes offline...as well as main life support to the rest of the ship

CTO_Ens_Richards says:
::Scans enemy vessells::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
::Dario hears the message about life support:: *MO Gallagher*: Get the Bridge Crew out of their now!!!!

ASO_L`shan says:
:: thinks: I'm 19 and I'm going to die, i lived such a short life. ::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
FCO: Back us away from the Core now!

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the warp core is targetted by the aliens...

FCO_McRae says:
::maneuvers away from core::

ATO_Jah`d says:
CO: I suggest we get out of here. Follow the Trianic's example.

AMO_Richmond says:
<MO Gallahger>*CMO*:  Aye, sir

ASO_L`shan says:
:: scans the alien ship ::

CSO_Lance says:
CO Edwards: We lost life support to the rest of the ship as well, sir.

Host CO_Edwards says:
FCO McRae: Prepare to bring us within 20,000 kilometers of the Nymph.
OPS Lyon: Prepare the transporters, we've got to evacuate the Nymph and get out of here.

OPS_Lyon says:
CO Edwards: We have no life support at all.  Secondary life support is damaged.

CTO_Ens_Richards says:
CO Edwards:  Tractor beam is out!  Life support offline!!

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The Nymph explodes

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the Orion is shaken...

AEO_Doyle says:
::Feels air being sucked out of room:: Self: Breach must be bigger than I thought

AMO_Richmond says:
::rocks harder this time::

ATO_Jah`d says:
CO: Captain, we have to leave now!

FCO_McRae says:
CO_Edwards: I take it that order is cancelled.

ASO_L`shan says:
:: holds on to the console for her life ::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
CO: We need to leave now Captain.....

OPS_Lyon says:
::gets shaken about and holds on for dear life::

CEO_Rogers says:
:: trying rapidly to get life surport back online ::

FCO_McRae says:
::maneuvers as far from aliens as possible::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the tri-colbalt devices rock the alien vessels slightly....but seem to have made them mad now the odds are 4:1 against

FCO_McRae says:
::sends extra navigational power to life support::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
AMO Richmond: I want a evacuation ordered now!!!!!!

OPS_Lyon says:
::assists CEO in life support repairs::

Host CO_Edwards says:
::sees the Nymph explode and sighs..::
FCO McRae: Get us out of here... best possible speed.

FCO_McRae says:
::prepares for warp, while he still can::

AMO_Richmond says:
::sees a beeping from main sickbay::  CMO:  We've lost main life support, sir!

AEO_Doyle says:
::Works maniacally on systems although eyes are watering up::

FCO_McRae says:
CO_Edwards: Aye sir.

CSO_Lance says:
::holds on to her console::

CTO_Ens_Richards says:
::Scans for pursuing alien vessels::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
*CEO*: We need those..... Life support..... online!

ATO_Jah`d says:
Self: It should have worked...

ASO_L`shan says:
:: holds on to the console for her life ::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
AMO Richmond: No one can over rule me on this one,

FCO_McRae says:
::sets maximum warp::

Host Quchant says:
<computer> 1 minute of life support remaining on deck 1

AMO_Richmond says:
CMO Wuer:  Then you need to make the order, sir, and do it now!

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
AMO Richmond: Get them all off the ship and now, I don`t want that mnay dead people

Host CO_Edwards says:
All on Bridge: Remain calm, we have enough residual oxygen to last us at least an hour. The more you panic the more oxygen you use.

CTO_Ens_Richards says:
CO Edwards:  Sir we should evacuate the bridge!

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Locks out the Tactical II consol:: ALL: Come on people, we have to get out of here.

Host CO_Edwards says:
::ignores the computer warning::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
*All Crew*: This is the CMO speacking, as you will now know we have lost life support, I amorder a evacuation!!!

CTO_Ens_Richards says:
ATO Jah'd:  Remain at you post mister!!

AEO_Doyle says:
::Finishes work on last converter and makes a dash for the TL::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the orion hits warp

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
*All Crew*: I repeat all personal evacuate immeadiatly

CSO_Lance says:
::is not leaving::

OPS_Lyon says:
::does relaxation breathing techniques::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Stands at his post a looks around at the bridge and realizes what this crew has become::

FCO_McRae says:
::sets power draw for navigation console to minimum::

CTO_Ens_Richards says:
::Scans for pursuing vessels::

Host CO_Edwards says:
*All crew*: Belay the Chief Medical Officer's order. We have enough oxygen to last us at least an hour. Stay calm, the situation is under control. Captain Edwards out.

AMO_Richmond says:
::storms up to the CMO::  CMO Wuer:  Sir, we have enough oxygen to last us an hour, maybe two.  We can't evacuate now!

ASO_L`shan says:
:: closes her eyes for one second opens them up again and dose her normal duties ::

CSO_Lance says:
::tries to breath shallow::

FCO_McRae says:
CO_Edwards: Now that we're moving sir, what course?

CTO_Ens_Richards says:
ATO Jah'd:  What's our shield status?

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
OPS: Reroutes power from replicators... and emptied decks....

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Sits down:: CTO: 18% sir.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: BLinky light [tm] on comm board starts blinking

AEO_Doyle says:
TL: Bridge

OPS_Lyon says:
CNS Jax: Aye, sir.  ::reroutes power from replicators, holo decks and emptied decks::

AMO_Richmond says:
CMO Wuer:  Sir?  Sir!

OPS_Lyon says:
::answers blinky light [tm]::  CO Edwards: Incoming signal, sir.

Host CO_Edwards says:
FCO McRae: Starbase 354... it's becoming our second home. We have damage that requires immediate repairs.

Host CO_Edwards says:
OPS Lyon: Put it onscreen.

CEO_Rogers says:
:: works hard on geting life surport back to 100 % ::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Continue to look, going from the CTO around to the new CIV and shakes his head in disgust:: Self: One situation and we break apart, what sort of officers are we?

FCO_McRae says:
CO_Edwards: Aye sir. ::sets course for Starbase 354::

OPS_Lyon says:
CO Edwards: Aye sir.  On screen.  ::transfers signal to main viewer::

AMO_Richmond says:
CMO Wuer:  Doctor Wuer!

CSO_Lance says:
::looks on to the main viewer::

ASO_L`shan says:
:: sighs and thinks: i am alive. ::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
AMO Richmond: ::Dario comes out of his trance:: I`m sorry...

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the viewer converts to a starfleet report.....

FCO_McRae says:
CO_Edwards: Shall I assist Engineering with repairs?  I'm qualified as an EO.

AMO_Richmond says:
CMO Wuer:  Are you alright?

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: New Wilmington Outpost has been destroyed, along with the USS Independence (Galaxy Class) with all hands and a severe loss of life.  The Independence was rescuing colonists from what was expected to be the next colony hit by the Aliens.  The prediction proved true and the entire colony of 5000 along with the heroic crew of the Independence were lost.

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Begins to moniture subspace communications between Starfleet vessels in the area::

AEO_Doyle says:
TL: Stop. Go to Engineering instead

CTO_Ens_Richards says:
::Checks weapons status::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
AMO Richmond: I jst seemed to have got all wrapped up in worrying about the lives of the crew

CSO_Lance says:
::checks sensors::

OPS_Lyon says:
::scans comm signals in subspace::

Host CO_Edwards says:
FCO McRae: No, I need your piloting skills on the Bridge.

ASO_L`shan says:
:: checks scanners for any problems ::

AMO_Richmond says:
CMO Wuer:  That's ok, sir.  I understand why you said it, and I do agree, but let's leave the orders to the Captain, ok?

FCO_McRae says:
CO_Edwards: Aye sir.

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Picks up his PADD that had fallen from the CNS seat during the battle:: CNS: Here you go sir.

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
OPS: Notify Starfleet of our situation please...

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
CO: Do you want me to go help engineering instead?

AEO_Doyle says:
::Runs from TL to Engineering::

CTO_Ens_Richards says:
CO Edwards:  No sign of enemy vessels sir.

CEO_Rogers says:
:: starts repairs on major systems ::

OPS_Lyon says:
CNS Jax: aye sir.  ::compiles a report for Starfleet and sends it off to SFHQ::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Begins to reflect on the aliens and remebers something, but forces the image out of his mind::

Host CO_Edwards says:
CNS Jax: Yes, take charge down there. Life support is priority, of course.

ASO_L`shan says:
:: a sigh of realfe ::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
AMO Richmond: When it comes to, a medical emergency like that I outrule the CO, but as seen as it wasn`t a life and death emergency then I was wrong, its just all this responcibility, I need an apointment with the CNS I think...

OPS_Lyon says:
::sends repair crews to damaged sections::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
CO: Aye sir

CSO_Lance says:
::prepares a report and has to think of the USS Nymph::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Gets up to leave for Engineering::

AMO_Richmond says:
CMO Wuer: I'm sure you did what you thought was right.  Anyways, we have work here to do.  The triage teams will be here any minute now  ::manages a smile::

AEO_Doyle says:
::Arrives in Engineering:: CEO: (breathless) I've fixed the power convrters on deck 23, but the breach there is growing

ATO_Jah`d says:
CO: Sir?

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Takes the TL to Deck 16 instead::

CSO_Lance says:
::finishes report and saves it::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
TL: Deck 16

OPS_Lyon says:
::starts working on damage reports and tries not to think of the USS Nymph::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The Orion arrives in the region near SB 354

CEO_Rogers says:
AEO: Right we will have to see if we can at least stop it for a while from here.

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
*CO Edwards*: I know you don`t have time now, really but I would like to apologise for my action a minute ago.  I was just my quick thinking going a bit over board, sorry...

Host CO_Edwards says:
CTO Richards: Keep a close eye out for them. Remember they showed up before without much warning.

FCO_McRae says:
::takes ship out of warp::

CTO_Ens_Richards says:
::Scans system::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Helps out with the repairs of Life Support::

AEO_Doyle says:
CEO: (still breathless) Yes, sir.

FCO_McRae says:
CO_Edwards: We are near Starbase 354.

OPS_Lyon says:
::scans local and subspace::

CSO_Lance says:
::scans system then does a deep space scan::

AMO_Richmond says:
::watches as the first triage team enters with wounded crewmen::

CTO_Ens_Richards says:
CO Edwards:  Aye sir.  ::Ignoring throbbing pain in head::

FCO_McRae says:
::Continues towards SB 354 at max impulse::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
*CEO*: Mr. Rogers, I'm on Deck 16, status of life support...

Host Quchant says:
<SBC> Comm: Orion: USS Orion...come in ...status please

Host CO_Edwards says:
*CMO Wuer*: Don't worry about it right now Doctor..
CTO Richards: I believe you should go see Sickbay for that wound.

OPS_Lyon says:
::opens frequencies:: CO Edwards: On speakers sir.

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Reads the report on the Independance::

AMO_Richmond says:
::helps the triage team and starts to help mend the wounded::

AEO_Doyle says:
::Takes hypospray from first aid kit and injects Tri-Oxen into his arm::

Host CO_Edwards says:
ATO Jah'd : Yes Ensign?

CEO_Rogers says:
*CNS* About an hour left max.

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
AMO Richmond: Well, lets deal with these then ::starts to treat his patients::

CTO_Ens_Richards says:
CO Edwards:  I'm fine sir.  ::Concentrating on scans::

AMO_Richmond says:
CMO Wuer: Aye, sir.  ::is glad that his CMO has got his senses back::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the Captain's injuries start to ache REAL bad

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
*CEO*: I'll see what I can do with this Secondary Life Support system...

Host CO_Edwards says:
CTO Richards: Don't make me make that an order.... I'll be following. I took a nasty fall. ::looks at the abrasion on his arm from the carpet::

CEO_Rogers says:
*CNS* Yes sir

ATO_Jah`d says:
CO: Nothing sir...well...it can wait. I think you sould get yourself checked out in sickbay. You took quite a beating...your crew can handle without you and I'll inform you personally in any change of the situation.

OPS_Lyon says:
COM: SBC: USS Orion here.  The captain will appraise you of the situation just now.

FCO_McRae says:
::wonders if he should mention twisted/broken knee::

CTO_Ens_Richards says:
CO Edwards:  Aye sir  ::Nods to ATO and heads to Deck 9 via TL::

Host CO_Edwards says:
ATO Jah'd: Very well.
::gets up out of his chair::
CSO Lance: Lieutenant, you have the Bridge until I return.

CSO_Lance says:
CO Edwards: Aye, sir.

CTO_Ens_Richards says:
::Enters sick bay::

AEO_Doyle says:
CEO: (still a bit breathless) I think I may be able to get power back by going to deck 16 and re-arranging the isolinear rods. Permission to go?

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Monitures all Tactical systems::

CSO_Lance says:
::sits down in the Big Chair [TM]::

Host CO_Edwards says:
CSO Lance: Or until Mr. Jax returns, of course.
::heads for the Turbolift::

Host Quchant says:
   ACTION: Time passes and the Orion gets docked at the SB...this time without a scratch...and the interconnects supply life support.

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Returns to the Bridge::

CTO_Ens_Richards says:
::Looks around sickbay::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Smiles to himself:: Self: Only a crew like this could do this job...I'm glad to be here.

ASO_L`shan says:
:: monitors the science station ::

CSO_Lance says:
::gets up and hands command over to CNS Jax::

OPS_Lyon says:
::appraises SB repair crews of situation inhis department::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
CSO: Where did the captain go?

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
::In sickbay Treating the CO:: CO Edwards: Well it would seem you took serious hit their Sir.

CTO_Ens_Richards says:
::Attempts to comfort those while doctors work on the critically injured::

CSO_Lance says:
CNS Jax: To Sickbay, sir. 

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
CSO: Thank you

FCO_McRae says:
CNS_Lt_Jax: Permission to go to sickbay.  And I'll need some help walking, I think I may have broken my knee.

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
FCO: Granted

AEO_Doyle says:
::Arrives at TL:: TL: Deck 16

Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<End Orion Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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